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In this thesis, we report the observations of optical squeezing from second harmonic gen-
eration (SHG), optical parametric oscillation (OPO) and optical parametric amplification
(OPA). Demonstrations and proposals of applications involving the squeezed light and
electro-optic control loops are presented.
In our SHG setup, we report the observation of 2.1 dB of intensity squeezing on the
second harmonic (SH) output. Investigations into the system show that the squeezing
performance of a SHG system is critically affected by the pump noise and a modular
theory of noise propagation is developed to describe and quantify this effect. Our exper-
imental data has also shown that in a low-loss SHG system, intra-cavity nondegenerate
OPO modes can simultaneously occur. This competition of nonlinear processes leads to
the optical clamping of the SH output power and in general can degrade the SH squeez-
ing. We model this competition and show that it imposes a limit to the observable SH
squeezing. Proposals for minimizing the effect of competition are presented.
In our OPO setup, we report the observation of 7.1 dB of vacuum squeezing and more
than 4 dB of intensity squeezing when the OPO is operating as a parametric amplifier. We
present the design criteria and discuss the limits to the observable squeezing from the
OPO. We attribute the large amount of squeezing obtained in our experiment to the high
escape efficiency of the OPO. The effect of phase jitter on the squeezing of the vacuum
state is modeled.
The quantum noise performance of an electro-optic feedforward control loop is in-
vestigated. With classical coherent inputs, we demonstrate that vacuum fluctuations in-
troduced at the beam splitter of the control loop can be completely cancelled by an opti-
mum amount of positive feedforward. The cancellation of vacuum fluctuations leads to
the possibility of noiseless signal amplification with the feedforward loop. Comparison
shows that the feedforward amplifier is superior or at least comparable in performance
with other noiseless amplification schemes. When combined with an injection-locked
non-planar ring Nd:YAG laser, we demonstrate that signal and power amplifications can
both be noiseless and independently variable.
Using squeezed inputs to the feedforward control loop, we demonstrate that infor-
mation carrying squeezed states can be made robust to large downstream transmission
losses via a noiseless signal amplification. We show that the combination of a squeezed
vacuum meter input and a feedforward loop is a quantum nondemolition (QND) device,
with the feedforward loop providing an additional improvement on the transfer of signal.
In general, the use of a squeezed vacuum meter input and an electro-optic feedforward
loop can provide pre- and post- enhancements to many existing QND schemes.
Finally, we proposed that the quantum teleportation of a continuous-wave optical
state can be achieved using a pair of phase and amplitude electro-optic feedforward loops
with two orthogonal quadrature squeezed inputs. The signal transfer and quantum cor-
relation of the teleported optical state are analysed. We show that a two dimensional
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